Out and about with Mbl 12 at Smiths Farm and Millar’s
Thanks Nathan for sharing your day with us

Marley’s Reminders:
First Aid Training – Friendly reminder
Saturday 8th June Hope Valley Depot
Time - 08:00am.
CPR – Workshop Team 8:00am – 10am approx.
Provide First Aid – Management Team 8:00am - 4:00pm

Dept of Agriculture – Beware of the stink
bug At our recent audit we were advised to be on the
lookout for the Brown mamorated stink bug.
These bugs are very similar to our own stink bugs
but are identified as hitchhikers on imported
goods via vessels or aircrafts. These are a
substantial risk to our agriculture especially
within the months of September and April.

Don’t forget to bring your pre learning material and
identification?

The difference between our sting bugs and this
variety are – the Brown Mamorated have a
distinctive white bands on the last two antennal
segments.
Lets keep these out of our country by remaining
vigilant and notifying 1800 084 881 (Exotic
Plant Pest Hotline) if a suspected variety.

We pride ourselves on providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our
customers

Monday 3rd June – Public Holiday
Mark Kenny – 8th June
Ian Soffe – 14th June
Colin Jackson – 15th June
CJ Elliott – 16th June
Womble Garrett – 24th June
Let yourself do anything that you like most on this day.

Happy Birthday Team

Friday June 21st 2019 - Shortest Day of
the year (the winter solstice) for the Southern
Hemisphere.
But why is it the shortest day of the year?
On the June solstice, orientation in space is fixed, and
the Earth is tilted at about 23 degrees as the Earth
orbits the Sun.
At some point the top of the Earth is closer to the Sun
than the bottom.

New Members to the Marleys Team:
Martell Baker – Scheduler
Angus Robertson – Scheduler
Mark Wood – Driver
Paul Gibbons - Driver
Scott Anderson – Driver
Graeme Parkinson – Driver
Christine Wright – Driver

The Southern Hemisphere is tilted away from the Sun = Shortest
day of the year

In daylight terms this day is 4 hours, 11 minutes
shorter than on December solstice.
What does the work solstice mean? “Sun still” – The
sun stands still in the sense that its northern and
southern journey stops.

We prideWelcome
ourselves on
providing a reliable and efficient transport service to our
Aboard
customers

